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Abstract 
The radiation shielding design for the accelerator facilities such as particle medical therapy, academic 
science, and industrial application is the one of the most important issues for the operation, because 
they are required to satisfy the limit of radiation exposure dose from these facilities legislated by each 
regulatory authority. Monte Carlo method is widely used for the shielding design because of ease of 
constructing three-dimensional geometry and lots of recent technological breakthroughs in computing 
power. This kind of calculation, however, might require huge parallel machine environment for 
requirement of evaluation about 1/1010 to radiation dose at the source term in the facility. The 
comparison of calculation speed by selected five CPUs on the four assumed facility designs which were 
a spherical, a cylinder and a rectangular systems, were conducted in order to establish the parallel 
computing environments. The results of the comparison introduced two CPUs (Intel Core i7-4790K and 
AMD Ryzen 7 2700x) as good performance for low energy incident radiation. Based on the investigation above, 
280 cores, 54 CPUs (216 cores) for Core i7-4790K and 8 CPUs (64 cores) for Ryzen 7 2700x were prepared in 
parallel computing to establish of calculation machine structure for radiation shielding design for accelerator 
facilities in order to estimate the doses with reasonable accuracy within a half day for the investigated models. 
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(i) Qdの変化 (ii) θpbの変化 

(b) Dr 1200mm 
図 同一ゴム外径で鉛径の異なる装置の結果（比較③）

 
§４.製品の特性変化を表現する近似式 

前章までの解析結果を用いて、FUYO式LRBの繰返し性

能として、Qdの設計値に対する変化率μおよび鉛プラグ体

積平均温度θpbと、繰返し変形による単位体積当たりの累積

吸収エネルギーWpb/Vpbとの関係を表す近似式を作成し

た。近似式はまず、比較②の結果からDpb/Dr=0.2の装置

の解析結果の回帰を行い、その後比較③の結果から同一

ゴム外径でDpbが異なる装置の違いについて回帰を行っ

た。最後に、②と③の装置の回帰結果を併せることで作成

した。近似式を(1)式および(2)式に示す。 
 

 
 
 

 
 
ここで、CQ1～CQ3およびCT1～CT3は、Dpb/Drを変数とす

る係数の関数であり、(3)式と(4)式で表される。式中の係数

αijおよびβij（i =1～3、j =1～7）は表6および表7に示す。 

表 係数αij 

 
 
 
 

表 係数βij 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
図12および図13より、近似式はDpb/Dr=0.2の装置の解

析結果を精度よく近似しており、かつ同一DrでDpbが異な

る装置の違いについてもDrが最小の600mmと最大の

1200mmの装置でよく近似している。以上より作成した近似

式で全製品の繰返し性能を評価できることがわかる。 
 
§５.まとめ 
当社が中国 無錫聖豊建築新材料有限公司と共同開発

した鉛プラグ挿入型積層ゴム支承の製品を対象に、長周期

地震動による繰返し変形に対する性能の確認を、実大試験

および熱伝導解析により行った。解析結果から、繰返し変

形を受ける場合の切片荷重および鉛プラグ温度の変化を

精度よく推定できる近似式を作成し、これによりすべての製

品について繰返し性能を評価できることを示した。 
 

※FUYO式LRBは、本報で示した繰返し性能の近似式より、一般的か
つ安全側の評価をした関係式によって、長周期地震動に対する性能変
化について、一般財団法人日本建築センターより評定を取得した（評
定-IB0027-01）。 
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田中 良一 

当社が開発した鉛プラグ挿入

型積層ゴムの繰返し性能を評価

できるようになったことで、本製品

を技術的助言の対象地域でも適

用可能となりました。 
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i 
j 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 4.37×10-7 -1.47×10-3 1.38 -2.57×10-6 5.96×10-3 -1.66 -0.68 0.68 
2 -4.37×10-7 1.47×10-3 -0.186 0 -1.0×10-3 1.60 0.80 -0.80 
3 2.50×10-6 -5.95×10-3 4.86 0 -1.0×10-3 1.60 -0.80 0.80 

 

i 
j 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 -1.12×10-6 3.24×10-3 -1.08 -1.25×10-3 1.75 0.80 -0.80 
2 1.12×10-6 -3.24×10-3 1.15 -1.32×10-3 1.75 1.00 -1.00 
3 3.44×10-6 -7.57×10-3 4.74 -1.38×10--3 1.80 -0.48 0.48 

 

…（1） 
 
 
…（2） 
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§1.  Introduction 
 

Radiation is a generic name of energetic particles 
ionizing atoms and molecules. It has been employed 
for not only basic science but also medical treatment. 
In particular, X-ray has been used for diagnosis since 
more than a hundred years ago. Tumor therapy 
systems using energetic particle as proton, heavy-ion 
and neutron have been developed and applied in 
several decades. These particles are generated by 
accelerators and transported to treatment rooms. 
The energetic particles interact with accelerator and 
transport components, a patient body and other 
items in a treatment room and unwanted secondary 
radiations like neutron and γ-ray are generated. 
Shielding these radiations is highly essential for 
safety to workers and general public. However, 
optimization of radiation shielding is needed in 
design of it due to limited space and cost in actual 
facilities. Huge calculation is required in order to 
obtain sufficient accuracy in case radiation dose at 
the boundary of radiation control area is needed less 
than 1/1010 that at the radiation source. 

A three-dimensional Monte Carlo simulation 
program PHITS (Particle and Heavy Ion Transport 
code System) [1] has been used for estimation of 
radiation dose and optimization of radiation shield in 
accelerator and medical treatment facilities. This 
program simulates behavior of each particle in any 
geometry and give radiation dose and related 
information. Estimation of radiation dose by PHITS 
needs just an affordable laptop PC to a simple 
geometry but much higher computing power than a 
usual laptop PC for estimation in actual buildings 
with acceptable accuracy in reasonable calculation 
time. 

As one of techniques to improve computing 
performance, a parallel computing environment 
using a PC cluster is employed. It consists of multiple 
PCs connected with local area network and 
controlled by MPI (Message Passing Interface) and 
job schedule software. Rocks [2] is a Linux 
distribution to organize PC clusters with ease as well 

as MPICH2 [2] for windows PCs. A PC cluster works 
as a single high power computer from a user thanks 
to these kinds of software. One of essential factors of 
computing performance is CPU model and the 
number of CPUs. 

 In this article, we evaluate computing performance of 
parallel computing environment on estimation of radiation 
dose according to five CPU models which are generally 
available and the numbers of CPUs in two simple 
geometries and two actual radiation shielding design cases. 

  
§2.  Conditions for comparisons 
 

For the investigation of the proper calculation 
conditions, five different CPU models and four 
typical calculation models were prepared for the 
comparison of calculation. Consideration of shielding 
design is usually required a large number of incident 
particles for accurate estimation of the shielding 
performance, because leakage of radiation must be 
enough lower than the prescribed value. So the 
comparison has been conducted by several types of 
CPU and calculation models in different numbers of 
CPU cores in parallel computing. 

 
2.1 Prepared CPUs  

Seven kinds of CPU were prepared for the 
comparison. Table 1 shows the specification of each 
CPU with abbreviation. The number of cores for each 
CPU also listed in the table, and that is one of the 
important for parallel computing as well as the 
calculation speed, which should have positive 
correlation to clock frequency of each CPU. There are 
two manufacturers for CPUs which are AMD and 
Intel, and the CPU by AMD generally tends to be 
more affordable than that by Intel. Numbers of cores 
in our possession are also listed in the table, those of 
C08 and C47 are more than forty because they were 
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used for different calculation of finite elements 
methods. C09 and CD6 were excluded from the 
comparison because CD6 was very old CPU with only 
two cores, and we only owned two CPUs of C09 model 
which was enough old. 

Finally, five CPU, which are Ryzen 7 2700x [4], 
Ryzen 7 1700x [5], RyzenThreadripper1950x [6], 
Corei7-6800K [7], and Corei7-4790K [8] (symbols are 
R27, R17, THR, C68, and C47, respectively), were 
picked up for the comparison. 

 
2.2 Calculation models for radiation facilities 

Table 2 shows calculation models assumed 
radiation facilities for the comparison. Simple 
spherical shape geometry was suitable to evaluate 
each CPU performance for the shielding calculation. 
Neutron and γ-ray are generally main particles to 
evaluate for radiation shielding and reaction of 
neutron with matter generates secondary γ-rays. On 
the other hand, radiation reaction processes by 
neutron and charged particle are quite different.
Thickness of shielding wall and size for the facility 
are also important for the calculation. Table 2 shows 
the typical wall thickness and size of the geometry 
for the models. Spherical shapes are very simple 
geometries, a cylindrical shape and a rectangular 
shape which are examples of actual existing facilities.  

As an example, Figure 1 shows the geometry of 
AcH, which is assumed existing accelerator facility 
to be a cylindrical shape for reducing calculation 
time. 

Finally, five CPUs and four models were selected 
for the comparison. 

Figure 1 Calculation model for the two 
buildings. 
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§3.  Comparison of machine performance in 
several facility models 
 

Calculations for the comparison of CPUs were assumed 
to be conducted by PHITS program with parallel 
computing techniques, which were distributed-memory 
parallel computing using the MPI protocol and shared-
memory parallel computing by OpenMP architecture. So, 
first investigation was focused on the comparison of the 
parallel computing between distributed-memory parallel 
method and shared-memory parallel one. Calculations 

were performed by Ryzen Threadripper 1950x CPU, which 
had 16 cores in one CPU, with the simple spherical 
geometry in 3.6×108 histories, which were the number of 
incident particles, without any tallies. In the results, 
calculation time by distributed-memory parallel 
computing (calculation time was 5172.88 seconds) was 4.5 
times faster than that by shared-memory parallel 
computing. (the time was 23323.43 seconds) 

Secondly, comparisons of calculation speed for four 
CPUs (R27, R17, C68, and C47) in simple models ( SpL 
and SpH) were conducted in 7.2×108 histories without any 

 
Figure 3 Comparison of calculation speed for various 
CPUs in models assumed existing facilities (AcH and 
AcL). 

 
Figure 2 Comparison of calculation speed for various 
CPUs in simple models (SpL and SpH). 

 
Figure 4 Comparison of calculation time for various 
CPUs in models assumed the existing facility (AcL). 

 
Figure 5 Comparison of calculation time for various 
CPUs in models assumed the existing facility (AcH). 
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tallies in 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15, 16, 18, 20, 24, and 30 cores for 
each CPU, respectively. Figure 2 shows histories per 
second for each core number for the CPU, which was 
described as “node” with the meaning of calculation core in 
each CPU for parallel computing. This figure introduced 
that calculation speed for low energy incident particle (20 
MeV proton in SpL mode) was faster than that for high 
energy particle (200 MeV proton in SpH mode).  

Figure 3 shows the comparison of calculation speed for 
four CPU in models assumed existing facilities.  AcH 
model was cylindrical geometry with 150 MeV proton as 
incident particles, and AcL model is assumed a BNCT 
facility in rectangular shape with 20 m × 40 m in footprint 
size. Incident particle for this model was neutron with 
certain energy distribution up to several MeV. 

Figures 4 and 5 show the comparison of calculation time 
for four CPUs in models assumed existing facilities (AcL 
and AcH). Figures 2 to 5 indicate the calculation speed by 
C47 and R27 CPUs were obviously faster than those by 
C68 and R17 CPUs. Therefore, the two CPUs, Intel Core -
7 4790K with 4 cores and AMD Ryzen 7 2700x with 8 cores, 
were selected to establish the machine environment for 
radiation shield calculation for accelerator facilities. 
 
§4.  Discussion and requirement for the 
calculation  

For the selected two CPUs based on fundamental 
investigation shown in Figures 2-5 in the last chapter, next 
calculations were conducted in order to establish 
calculation machine structure for radiation shielding 
design of accelerator facilities. Because these kinds of 
calculation might be required huge computing resources, 
another set of comparisons were investigated with up to 
216 cores consisted by 54 CPUs of Core i7-4970K (C47) and 
32 cores by 8 CPUs of AMD Ryzen 7 2700x(R27) for 
assumed calculation models for existing accelerator 
facilities (AcL and AcH).  

Figure 6 shows the calculation time per 108 histories for 
various cores (nodes) for C47 and R27 in AcL model in 
logarithmic axis. The calculation points by R27 describing 
as blue circulars were very similar to those by C47 as a 
diamond shape. These results indicated calculation 
performance per core (node) of R27 was similar to that of 

C47, and C47 and R27 might be used as a node in same 
huge parallel calculation. These results introduced that 
huge parallel computing machine structure can be 
consisted C47 with four cores and R27 with 8 cores 
simultaneously. On the other hands, Figure 7 shows 
calculation performance for R27 and C47 CPUs in AcH, 
which were cylindrical geometry with high energy proton 
as incident sources, while AcL in Figure 6 were large 
rectangular geometry with low energy neutron as incident 
sources. 

 
Figure 6 Comparison of calculation time for Ryzen 
2700x and Core i7-4790K assumed the existing facility 
(AcL). 

 
Figure 7 Comparison of calculation time for Ryzen 
2700x and Core i7-4790K assumed the existing facility 
(AcH). 
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Appropriate estimation of numbers of histories for 
shielding calculation required further investigational 
calculation with simple tally for AcL and AcH models. 
Neutron and γ-ray fluence and/or their dose rates at the 
just outside of the facilities’ boundary were calculated by 
C47 and R27 with 200 cores (nodes) for AcH and with 280 
cores for AcH, respectively. Static errors of neutron and γ-
ray fluence by the calculation with AcH model were 0.016 
and 0.011 in 2.0E9 histories, respectively, which took 
16078.92 seconds. This result introduces that the parallel 
computing machine structure with 200 cores by 50 of C47 
CPU can be used for the shieling design of this type of 
facility within 4.5 hours.  

On the other hand, the static error of summation both of 
neutron and γ-ray dose rate with AcL model was 0.22 in 
5.6E9 histories with 42085.71 seconds as calculation time. 
Even 0.22 as calculation static error is not enough low, it 
might indicate rough decision of good or need to improve 
for the object in the design phase. In this meaning, the 
parallel computing machine structure with 280 cores by 54 
of C47 CPU and 8 of R27 CPU might be able to investigate 
shielding design within 12 hours even for large scale 
buildings assuming existing facilities.  

 
§5.  Conclusion 
The comparison of calculation speed by selected five 

CPUs on the four assumed facility designs which are 
a spherical, a cylinder and a rectangular systems 
were conducted in order to establish the parallel 
computing environments. The results of the 
comparison introduced two CPUs (Intel Core i7-4790K 
and AMD Ryzen 2700x) as good performance for low 
energy incident radiation. Based on the investigation 
above, 280 cores with 54 CPUs (216 cores) for Core i7-
4790K and 8 CPUs (64 cores) for Ryzen 7 2700x were 
prepared in parallel to establish of calculation machine 
structure for radiation shielding design for accelerator 
facilities in order to calculate within a half day for the 
investigated models. 
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Short comment  
Radiation shielding calculation is 
one of the key technologies for the 
design of radiation facilities as well 
as low-activation materials. The 
way of machine setup is described. 

Figure 8 Established calculation machine structure 
for radiation shielding design of accelerator facilities 

Ken-ichi 
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